


Summary
That it is essential to be for us to recognize is that the phenomenon of   

poverty are addressed most of the doors of Arab countries in general and 
and that , between Qatar and anotherwith the contrast , Iraq in particular

the deteriorating situation of developing countries it is clear that poor 
. people are victims of exploitation and inequality 

That dealing with the phenomenon of poverty should be more present in   
called - the Arab world that enters the era of soespecially since, mind

and the increase of the utilization of , as more people poor, globalization
materials Arab interests abroad under the competition is unequal and the 

b doubtless impoverishment of deliberate environmental and resource Ara
, the Arab Human, that poverty reflects the great sacrifice wealth

crime and , especially when it becomes a style of life to justify violence
that the repercussions of poverty and social , social disintegration

, ding deterioration and poor foodinclu, significant human development
health and lower life expectancy and the emergence of slums and 

but more , violence and extremism, indiscriminate propensity to crime
threatens the social security and no sense of serious than that of poverty 

en rich and poor also creates perceptions cautious about acrimony betwe
the slogan distribution of national wealth and economic integration 
leading to more openness towards the outside and more closed towards the 

tations resulting and finally to say that the most dangerous manifes, inside
is what you will encounter most of the from these transformations 

social control at home and trying to countries of the dilemmas 
keep their capacities due to weakening of social safety net and 

aste of resources reducing programs of the welfare state Pham w
caused by the policies of government spending and employment 
policies and employment random followed by those governments 
in addition to what is dictated by external pressures from the 

orld is part proceedings to make a slide of the poor in the Arab w
largest painting social development    
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